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how do we see things?

∙ Does the “sight” travel from our eyes to the
object?

Euclid other Greek philosophers believed so
around 300 BC

∙ or the “light” travels from the object to our
eyes?

Modern scientists the believe so.
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what is light?

∙ Greek philosophers believed that sight was
possible because of interaction of fire in eyes
and in the sun.

∙ Euclid, a Greek philosopher, gave us some
particular insights about light.
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light travels in straight lines

1

.

1BBC:Let there be Light (2006).
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what is light?

Light is something that helps us see things. It travels in straight lines
(mostly!!).
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..making a pinhole camera



step 1

Take a cup and scotch tape
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step 2

Cover the open end of cup using the
scotch tape
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step 3

Cut a circular piece of construction paper
to reinforce the cup base.
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step 4

Pierce a pinhole through the closed end
of the cup using a push pin
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using the pinhole camera

∙ Point the bottom of the cup towards the object and scotch tape
towards you.

∙ Hold the cup around one foot away from your eyes.
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experiment time

We will turn on the bulb.
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did you see an inverted image?
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..how does it work



ray diagram

......
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camera obscura: camera in a room

.
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camera obscura: camera in a room
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..effect of distance



guess what happens

... if you change the distance of the pinhole from the object?
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guess what happens

... if you change the distance of the pinhole from the object?

Does it become bigger?
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guess what happens

... if you change the distance of the pinhole from the object?
Does it become bigger?
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relating distance with image size?

Can you find the distance of the object given the size of object.
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similar triangles
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similar triangles

..
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.
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.
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R ∠ABC = ∠PQR
∧ ∠BCA = ∠QRP
⇐⇒ △ABC ∼ △PQR

⇐⇒ AB
PQ =

BC
QR =

CA
RP
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geometry of pinhole camera

..O .

A′

.

B′

.

A

.

B

.C′ . C

AC
OC =

A′C′
OC′ (1)

Size of object
Distance of object =

Size of screen
Distance of image (2)
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exercise

Can we compute the distance of object?

Distance of object = Size of object
Size of image × Distance of screen (3)
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exercise

Can we compute the distance of object?

Distance of object = Size of object
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distance and size of moon.

.....

We CANNOT compute both the distance and size of moon from single
image.
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distance and size of moon.

.....

We CANNOT compute both the distance and size of moon from single
image.
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effect of change in screen to aperture

Let’s cut the cup along the slit.
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..effect of aperture size



guess what happens?

... if we make the pinhole a little bigger.
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guess what happens?

... if we make the pinhole a little bigger.

Image becomes brighter but blurred
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guess what happens?

... if we make the pinhole a little bigger.
Image becomes brighter but blurred
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why?

...

....
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fun fact!!

www.osa-opn.org12 | OPN June 2008

The Eye in the Spiral:  
Animals with Pinhole Visual Systems 
Stephen R. Wilk    

E volutionary biologists have postu-
lated that the visual systems of most 

animals began as light-sensitive patches 
of cells. These areas eventually became 
further specialized and were enclosed as 
simple pinhole structures. Finally, over 
time, pinhole optics were displaced by 
more sophisticated visual systems that 
included lenses, which can concentrate 
more light and produce detailed images. 
Following this developmental sequence, 
vertebrates and cephalopods indepen-
dently evolved eyes with the same general 
structure as one another, including a 
cornea, iris, lens and retina within a 
spherical capsule. 

Compared to lens-based optics, 
pinhole visual systems are inefficient: If 
the eye has a small hole, its sensitivity is 
very low; however, if the hole is enlarged 
to admit more light, the eye’s imaging 

is very useful feature for a creature that 
hunts for warm-blooded prey, especially 
when combined with ordinary light-
sensitive vision. 

The second organism with pinhole 
structures is Tridacna maxima, the 
giant clam, which has several hundred 
dark eyespots around the border of its 
mantle. Each 500-µm-diameter eye has a 
90-µm-diameter aperture. Based on the 
animal’s response in experiments, and 
on the optics of the eye, researchers have 
determined that the clam’s eyes have a 
resolution of about 20°. 

In this instance, the pinhole structure 
actually confers a biological advantage 
to the clam, which closes its shell in 
response to dimming light (a defensive 
reaction that occurs when predators such 
as birds and fish cast a shadow overhead). 
Due to its relative insensitivity, the eyes 

Most organisms have evolved precise, camera-like visual systems that allow them to easily find 
food and escape danger. But a few still rely on lensless eyes with crude pinhole optics. Why?

OPTICS | LIGHT TOUCH

quality becomes poor. Thus, pinhole eyes 
lost out evolutionarily to the modern 
camera-type eye, which combines a  
good light-gathering ability with high-
quality imaging. 

Seeing heat and shadows

Yet the pinhole eye persists, in three 
different cases. One of these is the “pits” 
of pit viper snakes (Crotalinae) and some 
pythons (Boidae). These pit organs occur 
in addition to standard eyes; they are 
deep indentations between their eye and 
nostril on either side of their face, with 
a somewhat restricted entrance (whose 
size is much larger than one would like 
to call a “pinhole”) and a floor lined with 
infrared-sensitive cells. Because of the 
large aperture, pit organs allow a snake to 
“see” blurry images of radiant heat. This 

Nautilus from the side.

Head of an Eastern diamond-
back rattlesnake with one of 
two distinctive cranial pits.

Fluted giant clam 

Lee R. Berger

Robert S. Simmons

Getty Images
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..number of apertures



guess what happens

... if we make multiple holes around the pinhole?
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guess what happens

... if we make multiple holes around the pinhole?

Did you get multiple images?
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guess what happens

... if we make multiple holes around the pinhole?
Did you get multiple images?
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evolution of eye
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introducing lens

We want to find out a lens that will make our camera better.
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..lenses



introducing lens

Add the double convex lens in front of multiple pinholes?

Do you see all images merging into one?
What happened?
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understanding refraction
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refraction

Light bends towards normal when enters a denser medium

Light bends away from normal when enters a lighter medium

..

Air

.

Water
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refraction

Light bends towards normal when enters a denser medium
Light bends away from normal when enters a lighter medium

..

Air

.

Water
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refraction in nature: twinkling stars
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refraction in nature: longer days
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snell’s law

..

Air (µa)

.

Water (µw)

.

θw

.
θa

sin θa
sin θw

=
µw
µa
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snell’s law

..

Air

.

Water
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refraction at lens

.

.
Focal Point

.
Principal Axis

.Optical Center
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rules by which you can draw ray diagrams

∙ Rays parallel to Principal axis converge to the focal point.
∙ Rays passing through optical center do not change direction.
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example

..

Object

.
Focal Point

.
Principal Axis

.Optical Center
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example

..

Object
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example

..

Object
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interactive animation

http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/lsps07.
sci.phys.energy.geometoptics/geometric-optics/
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http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/lsps07.sci.phys.energy.geometoptics/geometric-optics/
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history of photography

.
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film cameras

.
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digital cameras

.
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questions to think about

∙ What is colored light?
∙ Why do we see things in color?
∙ How is rainbow formed?
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